I just finished reading Shawn Taylor’s book, *Big Black Penis: Misadventures in Race and Masculinity* and he brings up how he views the wilderness as a site in which KKK hides, waiting to lynch unsuspecting black men. I am curious why not just Shawn, but other black men in my life have this perception of wilderness, while most white men I meet do not have this perception.
Though not directly related to veganism or alternative foodways, I thought this parallels questions I get, such as, “Why don’t more black people care about veganism or animal rights?” by predominantly white-racialized individuals. It seems strikingly similar to the questions I receive by this demographic, “Why don’t more black people go camping or hiking?” I think a critical race and critical whiteness lens can explore these questions. Below is a long paper I wrote to begin to address these questions and reformulate the questions I get, as I must admit, I find the questions themselves, quite problematic. The questions indirectly point to the root of the problem as being black people-not at the lack of awareness of what it means to be racialized as white (and often gendered as male) and walking around in the wilderness of the USA… farmer’s markets or CSA sites that are largely white-bodied in the USA.

Here are two key terms you may need to know, before reading this post. It was in the footnotes of the original paper, but I am unable to do footnotes on WordPress.

1. **Racialization**: the process in which human bodies are socially constructed into the category of race, with whiteness being at the top of the hierarchy or power and privilege. See Omi, Michael, and Howard Winant. Racial Formation in the United States: From the 1960s to the 1990s. 2nd ed. New York: Routledge, 1994. for more information.

2. **“Colorblind”**: refers to a perception in which one supposedly does not see “race” and simply views everyone as “raceless”. However, such a perception is understood to be problematic, as “colorblind” (1) assumes that everyone has the embodied experience of whiteness and/or is white by default; i.e. “I don’t see you as black,” does not translate into “racelessness” but in fact translates into, “I see you as white”; and (2) ignores that the material consequences of the social construction of race on non-white racialized bodies cannot be erased through “colorblind” lens. See Ansell, Amy E. “Casting a Blind Eye: The Ironic Consequences of Color-Blindness in South Africa and the United States.” Critical Sociology 32.2-3 (2006): 333-56; and Simpson, Jennifer Lyn. “The Color-Blind Double Blind: Whiteness and the (Im)Possibility of Dialogue.” Communication Theory 18 (2008): 139-59. for more information.

The paper I wrote is below.
“When Black Men Go into the Forest, They Don't Come Back Out”: Employing Critical Race and Whiteness Studies in Understanding Ecological Identity Development for Environmental Education Outreach

By A. Breeze Harper

Do racialization and racism in the USA affect perceptions of nature? Can this influence certain people to view “nature” as either safe/freeing and others as dangerous/hostile? Furthermore, how does being racialized in the USA influence how one perceives nature (versus formal classroom) as a site for environmental education? These questions have been sparked by several things: First, my emphasis in my PhD program in Geography is in Critical Race Theory, Postcolonial Theory, and Critical Whiteness studies, therefore, I seek to understand human phenomenon through these lenses. Second, I have noticed a stark contrast between several black male’s perceptions of nature in comparison to those who have been racialized as white males. For example, my twin brother, a black identified male, has always been fearful when going out alone into the remote wilderness in New England. He associates this space with violent acts of racism towards black male bodies. Another example, last year, after going on an excursion to Yosemite National park with my husband, and sharing the pictures of the adventure with my friend Jermaine (a black male from and living in Jackson, MS) he made the comment, “When black men go into the forest, they don’t come back out.” My father has warned my brother numerous times to be careful in rural Vermont, where my brother lived for two years, while walking around in remote and forested areas with his white girlfriend. My father perceives Vermont wilderness as a hostile place towards black people who are in romantic relationships with white women; he was certain that in the forest there were racist “rednecks” and “Neo-Nazis” hiding, waiting to hurt my brother for his acts of “miscegenation”. When I myself started going on hiking excursions with my husband, a white German male, my father warned us to be careful in forested areas for similar reasons (though I already had this slight paranoia in my consciousness, his concern reinforced it).
In contrast, I have yet to hear fears of violent racism being enacted upon by the bodies of those who have been racialized as white. Not once have I heard this fear of racialized violence from people such as my husband, my close friend Josh (white male who does graduates studies in Forestry out in Arizona), or the plethora of white identified people that I attended Dartmouth College with - a college in which hiking, canoeing and camping are central to the "Dartmouth Experience".

A "universal" and "colorblind" approach to environmental education in the USA, though with underlying good intentions, is not beneficial for many black people with my brother, Jermaine, and father's unique relationship to the meaning of wilderness. Furthermore, I find it curious that despite that all three were born and raised in rural areas, they are still not comfortable with being a sole black man in wilderness spaces that are predominantly white. This is particularly important to point out since much of the literature in environmental education, focused on black Americans, associates "lack of willing engagement with nature" due to being born and raised in urban areas. If one is not careful, one may assume that being born and raised in a rural nature area means that all people of color will be, by default, comfortable with that landscape.

I theorize that that one's ecological identity in the USA is significantly influenced by the USA's very long history of racism, the racialization process, and "whiteness as the norm." Furthermore, it is absolutely critical that if environmental education is to be successful with engaging more black-identified people (as educators and learners), an understanding and awareness around racialized ecological identity must be incorporated into mainstream environmental education discourses.

First, I would like to explain that the concept of racialized identity, in general, is not new to the collective consciousness of black Americans in the USA. Collectively we have known, since the institution of chattel slavery, that being racialized as negro/colored/black means our sense of place (socially and physically) and consciousness development will be epistemologically/ontologically different from white racialized human beings, due to the freedom, mobility, easier access to optimal resources, and sense of humanity that has been afforded to most white identified people in the USA (Armour 1997; Du Bois 1990; hooks
This paper is focused more towards an audience of environmental educators who do not have this collective black American embodied experience and black socio-spatial epistemological grid; an audience that may simply be unaware of how deeply one’s consciousness and relationship with "nature" and environmental sustainability cannot be separated from the politics of racial formation and racialized identity in the USA; an audience who may think that the low numbers of African Americans not involved in their perception of environmentalism, “Must simply not care about the environment.” Lastly, the majority of environmental educators in the USA are white; being racialized as white generally means this demographic has been socialized to believe that their epistemologies are disconnected from historical and present day racializing/racist processes (Mills 1997; Tuana and Sullivan 2007). White socio-spatial epistemologies3 has become so invisible to this collective demographic, that when the invisibility of their racialized knowledge is made visible as a driving force in educational praxis, it is usually received as new, shocking, difficult to conceptualize, and even with resistance and animosity (Farr 2004; Mills 1997; Sullivan and Tuana 2007; Yancy 2004).

I have no intention of creating “white guilt” or “white shame” around this phenomenon, as I am aware as a Critical Race and Critical Whiteness theorist, these are the consequences of what it means to be racialized as white in the USA. Hence, I think it is important to compassionately help people engage critically with this new information and integrate it into their environmental education praxis. Using Philip Payne’s ecological identity framework, with particular focus on Critical Race theory4 and Critical Whiteness studies, I will propose a culturally sensitive environmental education strategy to address a model for not only people with my brother, father, and Jermaine’s experience, but also a model for those white identified environmental educators who are unfamiliar with the implications of their own white racialized consciousness and epistemologies.

Published in Environmental Education Research in the year 2000, Phillip Payne offers a critical analysis of what identity politics means for environmental education in the article, “Identity and Environmental Education.” He draws particular attention to the concept of ecological identity and how the site of the body needs to be given more centrality within environmental education. Ecological identity, or how one identifies with and relates to the
ecology and environmental phenomenon, cannot be separated from one’s own embodied experiences of gender, race, class, sexual orientation, etc (Payne 2000). Payne, as well as Julian Agyeman, note that while fields such as cultural studies, anthropology, and sociology address these embodied experiences as sites for understanding humans and their relationship with the world, environmental education literature lacks this interrogation (Agyeman 2003; Payne 2000). He writes:

> Clearly, questioning one’s own (embodied) ‘being’ in everyday experiences is a point in the right direction of understanding one’s identification with the environment, nature, or its ‘crisis’…But first, some environmental educators have been assertive about environmental or ecological identities learners should have. For a long time, environmental educators have theoretically embraced ‘end-goals’ like ‘environmentally-responsible’ behavior and ‘citizenship’ action-skills. This type of premeditated ‘ought’ assumes a great deal about what ‘already is’ the identities of those who are to be educated [intentionally emphasized]. (Payne 2000, 70-21)

In returning to the embodied experiences of my father, Jermaine, and brother, I ask, What could one’s ecological identity possibly develop into if you were a black bodied USA male whose relation to the forest/woods/wilderness is connected to the history of racism and the cultural trauma around the black collective memory of lynching, and other acts of racial violence? Furthermore, What happens if, by default, a person with the above experience is expected to ‘ought’ to have the same racialized relationship with nature and environmentalism as the racial status quo, a demographic who were not recipients of white racism?

I ask these questions because my literature review of this subject reveals that USA mainstream environmental education assumes that one ought to, wants to, and will have a white middle class cultural memory of wilderness/nature that will persuade them to connect to and engage with environmentalism from this specific racialized orientation; and if they do not want to begin at this orientation, it is assumed that black Americans have no interest in the environment (Starkey 2005). There seems to be an overall lack of awareness, from the
collectivity of white environmentalists/environmental educators, that this “ought” and assumed orientation are even influenced by “whiteness as the norm” and collective white cultural memories of the wilderness as freeing (Vanderbeck 2008), easily accessible, and emotionally comfortable. These collective memories differ drastically from the cultural memories of racialized minorities who were subjected to genocide, slavery, rape, colonization, terrorism, and torture for white people to have access to wilderness as both a source of economic resources, as well as recreational and preservation uses (Deming 2002; Starkey 2005; Solnit 2007).

In his article, “Inner-city children, country summer: narrating American childhood and the geographies of whiteness,” Robert Vanderbeck takes a critical look at the Fresh Air Fund in New York City. Using a Critical Whiteness studies lens, he engages in a discourse analysis of the interviews of white host families in Vermont who invite children of color from inner-city New York to stay with them for the summer. He employs Critical Whiteness studies because “the purpose of an engagement with whiteness is not to determine who is racist or not, but to uncover what whites think about being white and what effects it has on a racial system” (Gutham 2008, 390). He does not judge or criticize the intent of the program, which exposes these children to rural life in New England. Under critique, however, are the assumptions the interviewed families make about their own childhood experiences as the necessary norm that all children should experience; to not have these experiences means a child does not have a normal childhood but “ought to.” There is a covert sense in the interviews that being a black or brown youth, born and raised in a low income urban area is, by default, deficient on all levels (family life, sense of community, loving parents, etc). Vanderbeck argues that interviewed Vermont host families envision that the cure to this deficiency is exposure to not necessarily wilderness education, but to white middle-class value system that the Vermont host families believe is “universal” and the objective “given.” We see this in the article when interviewees make negative assumptions about the family life and living spaces of the inner-city youths. Though having never seen the neighborhoods or homes of the children they are hosting, and even never having deeply engaged with the children’s parents, the interviewed host families assume that the children get a better family experience through the Vermont summer host family. Some even go as far to assume that the children in the inner city do not get the type of hugs and love that their host family can
offer (Vanderbeck 2008). In fact the collective ecological identity of these host families is absolutely rooted in an invisible white racially class privileged identification that is masked as normal and unraced, serving as a benchmark for how all families in the USA should raise their children (Vanderbeck 2008).

Such a white ontological perspective of black and brown inner-city existence, I propose, creates an environmental education situation that would make a lot of brown and black inner city children feel self-conscious, inferior, and shame for not having that normal [white middle class] ecological identity and upbringing. If the host families aren’t even aware of such an offensive perception, I cannot imagine how it doesn’t come through when host parents are talking to the children they are hosting. One has to wonder why, too, as Vanderbeck notes, 60% of the invited children do not return to the program for the second time. Why wouldn’t these children want to experience a free normal childhood in a rural Vermont setting?

These questions and points that I draw attention to are not to take away from the wonderful work that Fresh Air Fund is doing. My questions and observations, I think, focuses on potential reasons for why the program may not be retaining more than 40% of their host children. In asking, “How can we get more inner city youths of color to stay in the program?” maybe the host family could also ask:

How do my ecological identity and lack of awareness around my white racialized epistemology shape what I think a child ‘ought’ to experience?

How, even though I thought I had good intentions, does this lack of awareness actually cause uncomfortable and hurtful communication towards the host child?

Instead of focusing on the site of Vermont wilderness as a remedy, perhaps I should first be focusing on the site of the racialized embodied experience of these children and accept that their ecological identity will be unique - but not necessarily wrong - from my own?
As I focus back onto the original narratives of my brother, friend Jermaine, and father’s ecological identities rooted in violent white-black wilderness interactions, I’m also wondering how much the cultural memory of black and brown men being threatened in “the woods” affects the comfort level of some of the Fresh Air fund children. One cannot forget that the power of cultural memory around racialized violence is that children of this current generation need not to experience it viscerally; stories and images of these events are handed down from parents and other family members that help form black racialized identity at an early age (Eyerman 2001; Markovitz 2004) while white racialized children are handed down cultural amnesia around this violent history toward non-white peoples (Tuana and Sullivan 2007). Is there a possibility that despite being with a “safe” host family, some of the black and brown children simply cannot “shake off” that Vermont is demographically the most white-bodied state in the USA, and that some kids may still not feel safe in these rural and wilderness locations because of cultural memory of trauma associated with white-bodied dominated rural spaces as historical sites of violence towards non-white bodied peoples?

Similar questions around whiteness and awareness also needed to be asked by white middle class eco-sustainable food activists in Julie Gutham’s, “‘If They Only Knew’: Color Blindness and Universalism in California Alternative Food Institutions.” In interviewing this demographic on why they think more people of color are not seen as customers at local farmer’s markets and community supported agricultural spaces, I interpreted the consensus in Gutham’s interviews as, “Since everyone has my [white middle class] ecological identity and embodied experience, then all they need is to be environmentally educated about how important local foods are to eco-sustainable existence and then they’ll want to participate. That’s all it took for me.” Gutham writes that there is absolutely no reflection on how history of racial and class inequalities, as well as current situations of environmental racism and “whiteness as the norm,” could actually be connected to the low numbers of people of color involved in these practices. As a matter of fact, several white identified people who she interviewed who were asked to reflect on issues of race and ethnicity found her interrogation problematic. They thought it was racist to even ask questions about the connections race has access to eco-sustainable food, agricultural practices and environmental education around alternative food lifestyles. She writes:
When asked how to improve diversity at the market, one manager responded, “We always hope for more people and do not focus on ethnic—what we present attracts all!” Likewise, a CSA manager said,

“Targeting those in our communities that are ethnic or low income would show a prejudice we don’t work within. We do outreach programs to reach everyone interested in eating locally, healthily, and organically.”

Some managers explicitly invoked the language of color blindness. Aversion to questions regarding the ethnicity of customers was founded on the presumption that the questions themselves were racist. As one farmers’ market manager put it,

“Some of your questions are pretty intrusive— I also found some to be racist. I left these questions blank. This was intentional, not accidental.”

Echoed the CSA respondent mentioned earlier,

“Difference is wrong; it is better to try to become color blind in how we do things. . . . Your questioning has a slant of political correctness. . . . We are set up for our community.”

Yet, another CSA manager responded:

“I think it is an admirable goal to try to get our customers to be more diverse, but I feel a bit troubled by all of this. I sometimes feel pressure to be perfectly politically correct. . . . I wish we could elevate the farmers first, then it might be easier to bring the rest of the world along.” (Gutham 2008, 392-393)
Colorblind approach? It’s racist to ask questions about the obvious lack of people of color at CSAs and local farmers markets? Gutham concludes that her interviewees were so confident that their own ontology of eco-sustainable agriculture are so “obviously” universal (and of course not marked by white middle class privileged identity development) that they don’t need to deeply engage with understanding why non-white people are not involved; this engagement conveniently goes against their colorblind politics. I can’t imagine how people with this environmental education perception could ever emotionally connect to the non-colorblind experiences that my father, brother, and friend Jermaine have had, and that so deeply impact their ecological identities. To tell a brown or black person one is a “colorblind” environmental educational outreach person, is to tell them that their unique and real experiences with various forms of racism has no material consequences; has no connections to the fact that they don’t have the same access to feeling “safe” or to healthier spaces and agricultural products as white middle class people.

I introduced Gutham and Vanderbeck’s two articles because I believe it’s a foundational backdrop to understanding the challenges African American people in the USA face as both environmental educators and learners in a predominantly white middle class field. One cannot understand the supposedly low numbers of African Americans in environmentalism without understanding this connection to the lack of understanding and awareness around racialized ecological identity, middle class “whiteness as the invisible norm,” and the problematic of colorblind rhetoric within mainstream environmental education literature and research in the USA. Is it that African Americans have not historically been interested in participating in environmentalism, or is it that they have simply been erased from a white male historiography of environmentalism/ecological identity in the USA? Michael Starkey, in his Masters Thesis work at UC Berkeley, argues that he has seen a constant exclusion of black people in his literature review on the topic of wilderness and American identity. Once again, the space of the wilderness is relegated to white European experiences (Starkey 2005).

I would also argue that it’s not that African Americans don’t participate in environmentalism; the participation may not be the type of environmentalism seen in mainstream media. Yes, environmental activism and educational outreach can be focused on
John Muir, Sierra Club, wilderness preservation types of activism, but it’s not the only type of environmental education and activist focus in the USA. Furthermore, how are black American’s interest in environment even being measured? Is the benchmark for participation and interest more Sierra Club types of activity, an audience who is largely white middle class and an organization that, “celebrates wilderness ethics and ‘green’ consumerism while avoiding the tensions of race, class, urbanization, and global economic development” (Furman and Gruenewald 2004)? D.E. Taylor writes that mainstream metric indicators for environmental interests do not fit with the collective epistemologies and ecological identities of most African Americans (Taylor 1989).

However, and unfortunately, it’s the Sierra Club type of environmental educational focus that has been constructed and depicted as what one ‘ought to do’ in mainstream environmental outreach and media. I wonder why the college kids working for Greenpeace out on the streets of Berkeley, CA (where I live) are educated to educate passerbys about polar bears but never about people of color and low income peoples as victims of environmental injustice (Hurricane Katrina is a great example that could be use). As a matter of fact, during my entire K-12 education experience as a student, I never learned that environmentalism also involved environmental justice activism, lead largely by people of color in the USA who were constantly struggling against environmental racism and classism. Most of us during K-12 education in the USA learned that the “great” environmentalist pioneers were all white males that focused on everything but the non-white human victims of environmental injustice (Solnit 2008; Starkey 2008). I personally would have engaged in environmentalism sooner, had I been exposed to these other types of environmentalist focuses that connected to my unique experience of being black and experiencing racism and classism as a youth in my 97% white rural New England town. This is one of the central points to Dr. Carolyn Finney’s work. In Black Faces, White Space: African Americans and the Great Outdoors, Finney writes:

> Regardless of where African-Americans live geographically, our common history of slavery, segregation and racism appears to inform our perceptions and attitudes about the environment. Issues of fear, exclusion, little sense of ownership and lack of awareness all come into play. Initial
findings suggest that for African-Americans, creating a deep-seated sense of feeling and responsibility regarding the environment may NOT come primarily from telling them they need to save the trees for their children’s future (this isn’t meant to imply that they don’t care about their children’s future)…Why not use the same framework for understanding African-American interaction with the environment? (Finney 2004)

If I were to begin to create an environmental education strategy for my father, brother, and friend Jermaine, this is what my focus would be. And instead of employing environmental education models that have successfully worked for white middle class demographic, I would re-orientate my model to begin with and ecojustice perspective that aligns itself more with the ecological identity of human beings with my family and friend’s experiences. Such a model is explored in Furman and Gruenewald’s, “Expanding the Landscape of Social Justice: A Critical Ecological Analysis.” It literally speaks directly to embodied experiences of racial and class minorities, centering this experience as the necessary site to develop environmental education programs.

Ecojustice aims to synthesize four educational and political goals: (a) understanding the relationships between ecological and cultural systems, specifically, between the domination of nature and the domination of oppressed groups; (b) addressing environmental racism, including the geographical dimension of social injustice and environmental pollution; (c) revitalizing the noncommodified traditions of different racial and ethnic groups and communities, especially those traditions that support ecological sustainability; and (d) reconceiving and adapting our lifestyles in ways that will not jeopardize the environment for future generations. (Furman and Gruenewald 2004, 55).

Such a perspective, I believe, is appealing and very empowering for certain black people who feel their ecological identities represent a stripping of power and agency within natural
spaces in the USA. On the contrary, the approach that the people Julie Gutham interviewed in CSA and local farmer’s markets, were diametrically opposed to even engaging in educational outreach with issues around racial, class, and ethnic inequalities. This may very well be why they are unable to attract more people of color.

**Solutions to the Challenges and Conclusion**

I’d like to return to the initial questions that I posed earlier in the paper. What could one’s ecological identity possibly develop into if you were a black bodied USA male whose relation to the forest/woods/wilderness is connected to the history of racism and the cultural trauma around the black collective memory of lynching, and other acts of racial violence? Furthermore, What happens if, by default, a person with the above experience is expected to ‘ought’ to have the same racialized relationship with nature and environmentalism as the racial status quo, a demographic who were collectively not recipients of white racism?

Creating an environmental educational model around my family and friend’s ecological identity should incorporate, as Julian Agyeman writes, “culturally sensitive research approaches” (Agyeman 2003, 90). However, I would argue that this may need to start with an environmental educational model that uses both a Critical Race and Critical Whiteness theoretical lens, as its important not only to have African Americans incorporate their critical reflexivity around their political identity and its connection to environmentalism, it is important for white middle class demographic to engage in how their racial identity, and how “whiteness as the invisibilized norm” affects their ecological identity and environmental education praxis. Colorblind approaches simply will not work. Environmental education researchers of African descent, such as Julian Agyeman, Carolyn Finney and Michael Starkey, are already focusing on how to better engage African Americans in environmentalism. What I would like to propose is a reading list to incorporate awareness around engaging environmental educators about “whiteness” and ongoing systemic problems with racism that many may not be aware of, simply because, as stated earlier, being racialized and socialized into whiteness generally means one is taught that they are raceless and need not to reflect on how being racialized as white influences their consciousness, epistemologies, and ontologies:

*Why don't black people go camping…?* Critical Whiteness St... http://www.sistahvegan.com/2009/07/17/why-dont-black-peopl...


Sullivan, Shannon, and ebrary Inc. Revealing Whiteness the Unconscious


I propose that after engaging with the above literature, to revisit Phillip Payne’s paper, “Identity and Environmental Education,” and map out one’s ecological identity from a racialized body-politic. Themes from the Payne article, in the form of the questions below, could prove useful:

What assumptions do I have about environmental education and does this have connection to me being racialized as white?

What do I think learners ‘ought to’ embrace in environmental education and does this have any connection to being racialized as white?

What assumptions have I had or do I have about the environmental
interests of my learners, and does this have connection to being racialized as white?
If I am just becoming aware of white privilege, how has this lack of awareness inform my ecological identity, and therefore influenced my environmental education praxis?
Do I have resistance to engaging in critical reflexivity about whiteness and white privilege? If so, why, even though the scholarly literature I have read indicates that it is a necessary transformative process to engage in if I want to create more encompassing environmental education experiences?

These are just a few questions that one could begin to ask themselves. The point of this exercise is not to create “blame” or “guilt”; it is simply to open up a door of awareness so that both African American and white Americans can reconcile this lack of awareness and challenges that Finney, Starkey, Payne, Agyeman, Vanderbeck and Gutham have highlighted in their work.
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25 THOUGHTS ON “"WHY DON'T BLACK PEOPLE GO CAMPING...?" CRITICAL WHITENESS STUDIES IN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION”

KANIKAAUGUST 16, 2009 AT 12:26 PM

Don’t know about anyone else but I don’t do camping cos I did it once (@ age 12) and hated it… There’s just something about being chewed up by mosquitoes, sleeping on a hard ground (this was before the days of aero-beds), not having access to hot showers, toilets & electricity for three days straight that just er… no! Never again, LOL!!!

Reply

AUSTINOHAUARY 28, 2010 AT 3:32 PM

thanks for sharing this. exactly what i was looking for. i used to work at a popular national park and i never saw any black people come through. i did have black co-workers there and they didn’t hike/camp. so it got me asking why.

Reply

Valeriemarch 2, 2010 at 2:01 PM
I AM A BLACK WOMEN WHO LOVES TO GO CAMPING.  I WISHED THAT MORE BLACKS WOULD GO CAMPING.  THERE’S NOTHING BETTER THAN NATURE.  ALSO THERE IS A LOT TO DO OUT THERE FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES INCLUDING TEENS.  I REALLY CANT ANSWER WHY MOST BLACK PEOPLE DONT GO BUT, MY FAMILY LOVE IT.  I WISH THERE WAS SOME WAY THAT I COULD GET BLACK PEOPLE MORE INTERESTED IN THE OUTDOORS.

Reply

HALONA AGOUDA
JUNE 20, 2010 AT 9:12 AM

I happened to stumble across this post looking for black women in DC area who go camping or even just appreciate the outdoors. As I get older (I’m 33 now) I feel like I’ve missed out on a lot of good learning experiences because I was not encouraged to appreciate the beauty of nature – bugs and all… I am looking for a group of black women who can perhaps teach me about camping or even hiking. If you know of any let me know.

Reply

BREEZE HARPER
JUNE 20, 2010 AT 8:25 PM

Dear Halona,

Check out Outdoor Afro! Maybe she can help you? http://outdoorafro.com/ She’s pretty cool!

Reply
I just came across this post and it is very enlightening. As a Black woman, I definitely relate to the attitude many in our community feel when it comes to the woods. My family never camped out when we were young (maybe due to limited funds), but we spent a lot of time in parks and my dad would often times take my brothers and I walking in the woods during the summer months, which I really appreciated. I personally don't mind the outdoors and can't wait to embark on my first camping trip one day soon. Something else came to my mind that I also feel causes many Black folk to not be very welcoming when it comes to camping, hiking, and venturing out into the woods. I thought of certain horror/slasher films (Jason and Freddy), which, for many Black people, there is the ever-present joke that the sistah or brotha always gets killed and never survives to the end. Some of these slasher films take place in remote woods. The most recent one I saw was Friday the 13th, which came out in 2009. There was a similar woods setting and the lone Black male character in the film is killed while running outside trying to escape Jason. True that there are white characters that also die in the woods in these movies, but the racial and historical context rings a different bell for black people. These kinds of movies play up to that history of violence that is present within the Black person’s mind—that of lynchings and other racial violence that took place in these back woods and forests. Unfortunately, movies like Friday the 13th (which I’m not a big fan of in the first place) do not do any justice for Black folk.

Reply

Wow. That was a great post/article! I live in Vt, I grew up here actually and I am white and I found this post via searching the web re: the fresh air fund in re: to special needs (I have a kid with Down Syndrome). I love the idea of offering my home to someone who WANTS to
come, have an opportunity for a family style camp/fun situation and provide some kid time to my loveable, smart daughter who happens to be an only child. But I don't want to lay my values on anyone either. We had a young woman as a foreign exchange student and it was fun to learn about her culture – it opened our minds and experience not just for them- not charity. I wonder if the attitude that you speak to, trepidation of the wilderness and not camping is the same across all economic situations for people of color? I know that my own Dad, although white, as a poor Franco-American really considered it "low class" to camp and hike (altho fishing for food was acceptable. Not that I can’t see the point of all those men who are afraid of rednecks in the woods – I feel somewhat the same vulnerability as a female in the woods. I start to hear that music from Deliverance and then realize a whole 'nother kind of classism. Anyway- just cruising by to say thanks for the thoughts provoked.

Reply

HAPPY  
JULY 18, 2011 AT 2:48 PM

I think I am one should not look at the colour of the people but the joy it gives to stay with mother nature. Why should be scared of going in the woods and watch the trees in various shapes and size. camping makes people strong and also appreciate and value other people. Camping is more of facing a challenging situation such as ration food, exercise the body and enjoy the beauty of the mother nature.

Reply

SHELTON JOHNSON  
OCTOBER 10, 2011 AT 4:22 PM

I’d like to talk to you about this subject. My name is Shelton Johnson, and I’m an African American male born and raised in Detroit. I’ve worked as a Park Ranger for 22 years,
primarily in Yosemite National Park where I interpret the history of the Buffalo Soldiers who protected Yosemite in 1899, 1903, and 1904. I was featured in the Ken Burn’s documentary film, “The National Parks, America’s Best Idea,” and I brought Oprah Winfrey to Yosemite last year. We should talk. Thanks.

---

**BREEZE HARPER**

OCTOBER 10, 2011 AT 4:27 PM

Hi Shelton. You can email me at breezeharper (at) gmail (dot) com. I am also on Skype as “sistahvegan”.

---

**CHERYL**

MARCH 16, 2012 AT 11:51 PM

I grew up in the rural area near the Fresh Air Fund’s camp-Fishkill, NY. I never knew it was there. My family was one of the few black families in that area. My cousins and I would play all day in the woods as children. I didn’t go “camping” until I had children of my own and lived in the suburbs in Maryland. I have told my children I am sorry we couldn’t have lived back in the country in New York. I treasure that experience.

---

**JOHN GRIFFITH**

JULY 14, 2012 AT 3:18 PM
Whoa, Sistah Vegan, up until today I only found your work when I was looking up vegan recipes. I’ve checked out your youtube clips (loved the one on kale chips). I just finished reading this paper, and I am about to read it again, so I can send a more informed opinion of it to my friend Akiima Price who’d sent it to me–knowing I’d find it super helpful. Before I delve into it again, I wanted to thank you for getting all this research and thought into one paper. I am going to be following up on your suggested readings and sources because the subject is so important, fascinates me, and pertains to my work. I work for the California Conservation Corps as a crew supervisor/enviro educator and take a diverse group of youth into the “woods” for up to eight days at a time while we work on remote trail or eco-restoration projects. I’ve always considered myself one of the least white-identified white environmental educators and have been proud of the results of my work (engaged and interested corps members). I have been aware of the tenants of eco-justice and incorporate them in my “lessons.” After reading your paper, I realized how much of this “ought to” thought has also pervaded my work. Thanks again for this paper and the suggested readings for white-identified environmental educators. I want to be effective as possible, and you’ve provided me more tools to do this with. Thanks, John Griffith

Reply

ANDREL
JULY 14, 2012 AT 10:14 PM

I am a Black Female and I have been camping since age 12. I was sent to YMCA Camp when I was 12, and became “hooked” on being in the “outdoors”. I bought my 1st Camper Trailer in 1979 and my husband, and 4 sons went to various campgrounds in Michigan over the years. I have camped from the “Top of I-75 Black Lake Michigan to the bottom of I-75 Miami Florida. I think the reason more Black People do not camp is they were not “exposed to camping as children” and were not taught to “love nature”. People are so preoccupied with the day to day “grind” they don’t look at the “trees, birds, butterflies, flowers, natures subtle changes, and how we are ALL connected and Affected. Children need to be taught
“AWARENESS”...ALL CHILDREN...BLACK AND WHITE...LEARN TO JUST.... “BE”. I am still in love with Nature..and the unbelievable CREATIVITY OF GOD...AND HIS AMAZING WORKS..AND I INSTILL THIS IN MY ‘GRANDCHILDREN’. TO SEE THE CREATION...IS TO KNOW THE “CREATOR”! Lastly...Camping teaches you to be “SELF SUFFICIENT” which is a very important tool for everyone, especially in the UNCERTAIN TIMES we live in...Wake Up People ...Look Around!! Breathe!!

Reply

MAATDOULA
MAY 10, 2013 AT 9:31 PM

My black family and I grew up going camping every summer from the time I was 7 on up through my early 20s. It was a family tradition of sorts and a way to escape the inner city ‘ghetto’s’ of hot summer madness and flaming attitudes.. like the pavement would heat peoples heads to the point of violence because there seemed to be an increase in violence and crime each summer, where I grew up. So every summer we'd escape to Lake Tahoe, Donner Summit, Big Sur, Santa Cruz Mountains, Muir Woods, etc. etc.. to enjoy nature, explore the natural world and observe wild life. I knew we were different because at the end of our camping trips we'd come back home to hearing our neighbors talk about how we were ‘uppity’ for going out into ‘the white mans’ woods. But how we'd survive and the main question everyone always had for us, was “what did ya'll eat?” while out “there” because we were ‘such a long way from civilization,’ etc.

It is funny to think back at how ridiculous those questions and assumptions are today; but I realize the myth is that ‘black people don't go camping’ is so profound, that I’m glad you brought it up here in this post!

Another thing...have you heard of Outdoor Afro? they are located in the bay area and is run by a wonderful African American woman! You should link with her.. she organizes some pretty cool trips/adventures that are stereotypically 'classified' as 'white' outdoor activities;
again she is shattering the myth!

good post Dr. Breeze!

Yes, I know Outdoor Afro. She has posted several of my sistah vegan pieces about hiking on her blog.

Glad you enjoyed the post!

Love the subject matter as it is very dear to me. I come back to this article often so I can digest it in pieces. Thanks for writing this and thanks for existing. =]

Hi there, brilliant piece! My name's Niamh and I'm a white Irish woman. I've become interested in horticulture, sustainability, food systems, urban farming etc etc in recent years,
and doing research online, couldn’t help but notice that there was a really strong and unspoken ‘white middle-class normativeness’ going on around a lot of these issues. Even (or especially!) in photos on websites that purport to educate and inform. I live in the UK now, and am involved in a community garden and working in horticulture, noticing the same trend.

Anyway, thank you for educating me and for that fantastic reading list. Great great great.

Dr. A. Breeze Harper
April 15, 2014 at 12:14 PM

Thanks for taking time to read this and ruminating on how it applies to your interests in urban farming and sustainability. I appreciate it.

Luminousmint
June 30, 2014 at 8:54 AM

I stumbled across this post while trying to find the reasons why camping seems to be primarily a white cultural activity. My husband is from Korea, and while we live in the Bay Area where there are large communities of Koreans and Chinese, as well as South Asians, he is almost always the only person of color at the parks when we go camping. Sometimes there are large groups of Latino families, but they are almost always families, not couples or friends like how I experience camping as a childfree adult.

I’m glad to find an academically informed article on it! Thank you!
Check out Carolyn Finney’s new book on the matter: Finney's Book

Good rec, thank you!

Thanks so much for this work. I’ve been thinking a lot about these subjects today and it occurs to me that the idea and experience black people being disconnected with nature is linked to the dehumanization of racism. I believe it’s simply another lie that we tell ourselves and that is told about us. I grew up in the city and my mother used to take me on nature walks there teaching me about the behaviors of plants and animals and watching the sky. Even in an urban environment one can engage with nature in a meaningful way. Wherever I am here, in the country suburbs or abroad nature is always a huge part of the experience. And I’m sure that it is for many of us. Maybe it’s that the story just isn’t being told? I might note that I was and still am accused of acting and talking “white.” There is no one way that black people need to engage in nature and think it would be prudent to shy away from...
“white standards” of what this may mean. We have been and always will be engaged with nature and it’s simply another part of our human heritage that needs to be reclaimed. I work with a lot of natural themes in my art work and am thinking about how important it is to tell this story visually without a lot of explanation. Thanks so much again for your work.

Pingback: vanishing paths | I am because you are

KEVIN KNIGHT
FEBRUARY 21, 2015 AT 4:04 PM

https://www.facebook.com/groups/urbancampweekend/ We camp annually!

SHAMAY THOMAS
JULY 13, 2015 AT 10:17 PM

Hi Breeze

Thanks you. Just before reading this today, I had to explain to someone why POC may be attracted to and welcome a website/blog/meetup group such as Outdoor Afro.

From a healthcare perspective… I am looking for creative solutions to combat the inequities in healthcare access and delivery to POC. In particular, incorporating preventative healthcare (which requires healthy foods and exercise).

One of the greatest exercises I have found that I am always willing to do is hiking. It is not a chore. I feel refreshed and alive after sucking down all that clean open space. Only recently have I started seeing more people who looked like me (POC) on the trail. To have articulated
by you and Rue Mapp what I had vaguely felt, but was having difficulty grasping as the etiology of the barrier to seeing more POC on the trail was inspiring!

Intuitively I know that Critical Theory will be the fundamental philosophical foundation of my practice it was great to have more clarity and suggested readings!

Happy trails!
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